OWN
THE ENGAGEMENT

ARMA PRO VITA

We understand, in many cases,
this can determine the outcome
of an engagement. Reflecting this
understanding, our mottor is
“Arma pro Vita” or “Weapon for Life.”
Mad Minute warrants, without condition,
our suppressors will function within
the operational limits specified. If you
purchase one of our suppressors and
it fails to perform as advertised, Mad
Minute will repair or replace your Mad
Minute suppressor.
Our suppressors are designed for
disciplined operators. Accordingly,
the only exclusion to our warranty is
damage caused by abuse, alteration, or
improper operations.
We recognize that operational
conditions may demand use beyond
advertised limits. If under these
conditions, damage to the suppressor
occurs, we offer special rates for repair
or replacement.

DESIGN & CONTACT

Forged in the crucible of war,
Mad Minute suppressors enable
our warfighters and first responders
to strike at a time and place
of their choice, to control the first
moments of any engagement,
and to remain in control
until the desired outcome
has been secured.

Mad MInute’s suppressors are
intended to enhance your operational
performance and are designed with
superior durability. We know you depend
on the proper function of your weapon
system to include your suppressor.

OUR WARRANTY

ABOUT MAD MINUTE

Mad Minute was born from
the intensely personal experiences
of patriots in their fight to protect
our freedom, liberty, and safety.

The unprecedented partnership
between Mad Minute and the US
Army Rock Island Arsenal –Joint
Manufacturing and Technology Center
has enabled the creation of highperformance suppressors consistent
with Mad Minute’s motto,
Arma pro Vita, Weapon for Life.
The result is a suppressor series that
employs patented, advanced gas
and heat management technologies,
and superior materials to maximize
performance in every category critical
to our operators.

CONTACT
info@madminute.com
WWW.MADMINUTE.COM
OR
CONTACT TOLL FREE
1-833-MINUTE1

THE FUTURE OF
SUPPRESSION TECHNOLOGY

info@madminute.com
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1-833-MINUTE1

